We have investigated theoretically a dissipative polariton system in the ultrastrong light-matter coupling regime without using the rotating-wave approximation on system-reservoir coupling. Photons in a cavity and excitations in matter respectively couple two large ensembles of harmonic oscillators (photonic and excitonic reservoirs). Inheriting the quantum statistics of polaritons in the ultrastrong coupling regime, in the ground state of the whole system, the two reservoirs are not in the vacuum states but they are squeezed and correlated. We suppose this non-vacuum reservoir state in the master equation and in the input-output formalism with Langevin equations. Both two approaches consistently guarantee the decay of polariton system to its ground state, and no photon detection is also obtained when the polariton system is in the ground state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light-matter ultrastrong coupling means that the coupling strength g is comparable to or larger than the transition frequency ω x of excitations in matters (g ω x ), and it shows a variety of peculiar properties, such as virtual photons in the ground state [1, 5] , squeezed eigen states [1, 19] , nearly degenerated ground states [11, 17, 18] , quantum phase transitions [12, 29] , and so on. The ultrastrong coupling has been realized experimentally by intersubband transitions in semiconductor quantum wells [6-9, 26, 27] , artificial atoms in superconducting circuits [14] [15] [16] , and cyclotron transition in two-dimensional electron gas [25] . In most cases, photons with THz or microwave frequency are confined in a cavity, and the cavity photons are coupled with external photonic field (outside the cavity) by unignorable dissipation rate (but small compared to the light-matter coupling). In other words, when we neglect the coupling with matters, the real eigen modes of photons are represented as coupled fields of cavity mode and external fields [30] . As we will discuss in the present paper by the Fano-type diagonalization technique [31] [32] [33] , when the cavity mode is squeezed in the ground state due to the ultrastrong light-matter coupling, the external photonic field is also squeezed in the ground state of the whole system. However, we cannot observe the squeezing nor energy flow by photon detectors if the system is in the ground state. In this paper, we have developed two frameworks, the master equation and Langevin equations with input-output relation. They are derived by supposing the squeezed external fields and show no photon detection consistently.
In the standard theory of quantum optics [2, 24, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , in order to introduce a dissipation of cavity mode or of excitations in matters, we consider coupling with an ensemble of harmonic oscillators with continuous frequencies, and the oscillators are supposed to be in the * E-mail: bamba@acty.phys.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp vacuum state. The dissipation of focusing system has been successfully described by such a treatment in both master equation and input-output formalism, at least in the weak and (normally) strong light-matter coupling regimes (g Γ and Γ g ≪ ω x , respectively, for dissipation rate Γ ). As pointed out in some papers [34, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , the master equation should be derived by considering the eigen states of the focusing system, and the rotating-wave approximation (RWA) should be performed carefully on the system-reservoir coupling even if the system-reservoir coupling is weak compared to the light-matter coupling (in the strong light-matter coupling regime). In the ultrastrong coupling regime, such treatment has been performed by Beaudoin, Gambetta, and Blais [24] . The dissipation of the ultrastrong coupling systems can be successfully described under the RWA on system-reservoir coupling (both pre-trace and post-trace RWAs are used in terms of Ref. [41] ) by considering the eigen states of the cavity system (there are squeezed virtual photons in the ground state). Furthermore, the photon detection has also been discussed in Ref. [28] , and virtual photons in the cavity are not counted by normal-and time-ordering the operators of cavity system. However, the RWA on the system-reservoir coupling destroys the information on how the cavity system couples with the reservoirs. In other words, the reservoirs become a black box, and we effectively suppose simplified reservoirs coupling with the eigen states. Although such a treatment is appropriate and simple for discussing the dynamics of the focusing system, it becomes difficult to discuss the statistics of output photons emitted from the cavity. There are actually virtual photons not only in the cavity but also in the photonic reservoir even if the whole system is in the ground state, which is naturally derived by the Fanotype diagonalization, although the virtual photons are not counted by detectors. Of course, when the cavity system is excited, we can detect photons emitted from the cavity. Whereas antibunching of emission can survive even under the RWA on system-reservoir coupling [28] , the quantum fluctuation (squeezing) of the emission is easily diminished in such treatment, because the interference between reservoir free field and cavity contribution is important for squeezing [35, 36, 38] . Therefore, in order to fully discuss the quantum statistics of emission in the ultrastrong light-matter coupling regime, we have to develop a comprehensive framework describing the dissipation and emission without using the RWA on light-matter coupling nor on system-reservoir one.
In the weak and normally strong light-matter coupling regimes, the ground state of the whole system is approximately represented by the vacuum states of photonic and excitonic reservoirs (exactly the vacuum states under the RWA on light-matter coupling). In both master equation and input-output formalism, the vacuum reservoirs are usually considered for describing the dissipation, and no photon detection is naturally obtained in the ground state. Then, these three approaches (analysis of ground state, master equation, and input-output formalism) are consistent in the standard dissipation theory in the weak and strong light-matter coupling regimes. However, if we simply suppose the vacuum reservoirs, in the ultrastrong light-matter coupling regime, the master equation and input-output formalism give different results. This is because the photonic and excitonic reservoirs are not in the vacuum states in the ground state of the whole system, but they are actually squeezed and correlated. We have to suppose this non-vacuum reservoir state in order to remove the discrepancy between the results of master equation and of input-output formalism.
In the present paper, we discuss polariton system consisting of two bosonic modes, photons in a cavity and excitations in matter, each of which couples with an ensemble of harmonic oscillators (photonic and excitonic reservoirs). Diagonalizing the whole system by the Fanotype technique [31] [32] [33] , we find the squeezed and correlated reservoirs in the ground state. By supposing this reservoir state, the master equation certainly guarantees the decay of the polariton system to its original ground state in the closed case. We also check that, when the polariton system is in the ground state, the virtual photons in the photonic reservoir are not counted by normaland time-ordering the operators in polariton base. In the input-output formalism, we also obtain no photon detection by supposing the squeezed and correlated reservoirs and by normal-and time-ordering the operators. Then, we achieve the consistency of the three approaches (diagonalization, master equation, and input-output formalism) even in the ultrastrong light-matter coupling regime. This paper is organized as follows. The Hamiltonian is shown in Sec. II, and basic features of the ultrastrong coupling regime is also discussed. The Fano-type diagonalization of the photonic part is performed in App. A. In Sec. III, we diagonalize the whole Hamiltonian and show that the reservoirs are squeezed and correlated even in the ground state of the whole system. The masterequation approach is discussed in Sec. IV, where we demonstrate the decay of polariton system to its original ground state. Correlation functions of reservoir fields are calculated in App. B, and the detailed calculation of master equation and photon detection is shown and App. C. The input-output approach is discussed in Sec. V, and the detailed calculation of photon detection in this approach is shown in App. D. Finally, we discuss the comparison with previous theories in Sec. VI, and the summary is in Sec. VII.
II. HAMILTONIAN
The Hamiltonian describing cavity photons and excitations in matter is written aŝ
Here,â andb are annihilation operators of the photon and excitation, respectively, satisfying the bosonic com-
. ω c and ω x are their eigen frequencies, and g is the coupling strength. The ultrastrong coupling means g ω x . The last term is the so-called diamagnetic term naturally derived in the minimal coupling scheme [1] , and the coefficient is normally D ≥ g 2 /ω x , by which we cannot expect the quantum phase transition [12, 29] . If the polariton system is isolated from the environment, as discussed in Ref. [1] , this Hamiltonian can be diagonalized asĤ
Here,p L andp U are annihilation operators of lower and upper polaritons, respectively. They are represented as a combination of annihilation and creation operators of photon and excitation:
These coefficients and eigen frequencies ω j are determined by solving
(4) From this eigen value problem, we get four eigen values
The coefficients are normalized for satisfying [p j ,p † k ] = δ j,k for j, k = L, U and we also get [p j ,p k ] = 0. Inversely, the photon and excitation operators are represented by the polariton operators as
is the external field that couples with the lower (j = L) or upper (j = U ) polariton inside the cavity. As discussed in Ref. [1] , when we consider only thê H S system isolated from the reservoirs, there are virtual photons and virtual excitations even in the ground state. This is because the ground state should satisfyp j |g = 0, and then the cavity mode is represented by a squeezed vacuum state in the ground state as
where . . . g means an expectation value in the ground state |g . The excitations in matter are also expressed as a squeezed vacuum state, and the photons and excitations are correlated in the ground state as discussed in Ref. [1] . If the system-reservoir coupling is weak enough compared to the light-matter coupling g, the squeezing and correlation of cavity photon and excitation should be maintained.
III. DIAGONALIZATION OF WHOLE SYSTEM
First of all, we diagonalize the whole systemĤ =Ĥ S + H S-R +Ĥ R by using the Fano-type technique [31] [32] [33] . As shown in App. A, the photonic part consisting of cavity mode and photonic reservoir is diagonalized aŝ
Here, the partially diagonalized operatorÂ(ω) is defined in Eq. (A3) and satisfies
and
Similarly, the excitonic part is diagonalized aŝ
The operatorB(ω) is represented in Eq. (A12). Using these partially diagonalized operators, the whole Hamiltonian is represented aŝ
The light-matter coupling and diamagnetic terms are also expressed in terms ofÂ(ω) andB(ω) by using Eqs. (A11) and (A13). For diagonalizing the whole HamiltonianĤ, we suppose a new operator
The coefficient functions are determined for satisfying
Then,Ĥ can be diagonalized aŝ
From Eq. (18), the coefficient functions are determined by the eigen value problem
where coefficients u c,x (ω) is represented in Eq. (A9). This eigen value problem is equivalent to Eq. (5) by replacing ω c and ω x with ω ′ , and the eigen frequencies ω L,U (ω ′ ) must be equal to ω. Then, operatorP (ω) is represented aŝ
Here, ω ′ j is the frequency satisfying ω = ω j (ω ′ j ), and w j (ω), x j (ω), y j (ω), and z j (ω) are the coefficients when we solve Eq. (5) by replacing ω c and ω x with ω. They are normalized for satisfying Eq. (19) . Inversely, we can rewriteÂ(ω) andB(ω) aŝ
Then, the original photon, excitation, and reservoir operators are also expressed in terms ofP (ω) by using Eqs. (A11) and (A13). The ground state |g of the whole systemĤ is determined for satisfyingP (ω)|g = 0 for 0 < ω < ∞. Then, when we apply the photonic free field (24) onto the ground state, it is represented aŝ
where coefficient v c (ω ′ , ω) is expressed in Eq. (A6). The phase-independent correlation function is written as
Here, the coefficients u c (ω) and v c (ω, ω ′ ) are singular at ω = ω c as seen in Eqs. (A9) and (A6). Since the coefficients are normalized as
if the dissipation of photons is weak enough compared to the characteristic frequencies ofĤ S system (g, ω c , and ω x ), the correlation function is approximately represented in the ground state as
In the same manner, the phase-sensitive correlation is expressed in the ground state as
Therefore, even in the ground state, the photonic reservoir fieldF c is also squeezed by the same order as the cavity mode. In the same manner, the correlation of the two reservoir fields are also the same as internal ones if the dissipation is weak enough. In other words, the internal modesâ andb are balanced withF c andF x , respectively, in the ground state of the whole system.
When we initially suppose a squeezed cavity mode and a big reservoir in the vacuum state, of course the reservoir does not become equally squeezed but it almost remains in the vacuum state after switching on the coupling between them. This is a non-equilibrium problem. However, when we consider the equilibrium of the cavity mode and the reservoir, if the ground state of the cavity mode is squeezed, the reservoir field is also squeezed in the ground state of the whole system. Therefore, when we consider the dissipation of the ultrastrong light-matter coupling system to its original ground state, we should suppose the squeezed and correlated reservoirs as will be discussed in the following two sections and also in Sec. VI.
IV. MASTER-EQUATION APPROACH
In this section, we derive a master equation for describing the dissipation of polariton systemĤ S by considering the coupling with reservoirs. Obeying the standard derivation of master equations [24, 37, [39] [40] [41] [42] , from the expression (9) of system-reservoir couplingĤ S-R , the master equation for reduced density operatorρ(t) describingĤ S system is derived under the Born approximation as
whereL =L 0 +L diss and
Here, t 0 → −∞ is the switch-on time of system-reservoir coupling.Û S (τ )[Ô] is the propagator inĤ S system for arbitrary operatorÔ aŝ
L,U is the reservoir field in the interaction picture (free field):
These free fields are in the polariton base, and it is represented by the onesF
c,x in the excitation-photon base as in Eq. (10). They satisfy (µ, ν = c, x)
[ (39), and memory kernel (40) . Parameters:
where G c (τ ) and G x (τ ) are memory kernels due to the coupling with reservoirs and are expressed as
From the master equation (31), the dynamics inĤ S system are determined by supposing correlation functions of the free fields, which are considered as an input from the reservoirs to theĤ S system. First of all, we suppose that the photonic and excitonic reservoirs are in the vacuum state and the correlation functions are given as (µ, ν = c, x)
In Fig. 1 , supposing the ground stateρ(0) = |g g| at the initial time t = 0, we plot the development of numbers of lower and upper polaritons calculated by the master equation (31) and the correlation (39) . The memory kernels are simply supposed as
where the cut-off frequency Ω cut-off c,x governs the memory time of the reservoirs as
. In a similar way as in Ref. [5] , the density operatorρ(t) is moved outside the time integral in the master equation (31) . This treatment is valid if the memory time 1/Ω cut-off c,x is short enough compared to the specific oscillation periods (1/ω c , 1/ω x , and 1/g) ofĤ S system.
As seen in Fig. 1 , the polaritons are excited by the vacuum reservoirs (at zero temperature). The periods of the oscillation are approximately π/ω L,U (ω L /ω c = 0.414 and ω U /ω c = 2.414), whereas they are slightly modified by the Lamb shifts. After a long time compared to 1/Γ c = 1/Γ x = (100/2π) × (2π/ω c ), the numbers of polaritons reach to certain values, which depend on the system-reservoir coupling strengths Γ c,x .
The polariton system is excited by the vacuum reservoirs, because it is excited when the virtual photons in the ground state escape to the reservoirs. In other words, the ground state of polariton system is modified by the coupling with vacuum reservoirs. This result can also be understood by Eq. (33) . In order to guarantee the decay of theĤ S system to its original ground state |g , the photonic and excitonic reservoirs should not be in the vacuum state in the excitation-photon base (in terms of
L,U in polariton base should be in the vacuum state. In Refs. [24, 28] , owing to the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, the decay to the ground state |g is guaranteed by simply considering the vacuum reservoirs in the excitation-photon base. However, in the present paper, we do not use the RWA to maintain the information of quantum fluctuation of the reservoirs. Instead, we suppose that the reservoirs are in the vacuum state in polariton base (squeezed and correlated in excitation-photon base).
Let's derive the correlation of reservoir free fieldsF
that guarantees the decay to the ground state |g ofĤ S system and is simultaneously appropriate to the analysis of Fano-type diagonalization discussed in Sec. III. We assume that theĤ S system is in the ground state asρ = |g g|. Under this assumption, let's inversely consider how the reservoirs are modified by coupling withĤ S system. As discussed in Ref. [35] and in App. B of this paper, we can derive the correlation of free fieldsF
(on output side) from the density operatorρ(t) ofĤ S system. The equations of motion (Langevin equations) of cavity photons and excitations are derived as
In the standard theory of quantum optics [36, 38] , the memory kernels G c,x (τ ) are approximately described by the Dirac's delta function by elongating the frequency range of reservoirs to −∞ and ∞. Since the escaped photons do not reenter into a cavity, we can consider that the photonic reservoir has a quite small coherence time, and this approximation seems valid in most cases. However, in the ultrastrong coupling regime, when we do not use the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, we must keep the reservoir frequencies positive [2] , and the Langevin and master equations are written in the time nonlocal forms in general. Although in the case of timelocal equations we usually use the standard input-output relation [36, 38] , we calculate the correlation between the free fields and internal ones by the formalism of Ref. [35] . First, we define the propagatorÛ (τ )[· · · ] satisfyinĝ
and the quantum regression theorem [35-38, 44, 45] is written for τ > 0 as
As discussed in detail in App. B, by using this and Eq. (41), the correlation betweenF µ (t) and arbitrary operatorŜ(t) inĤ S system is derived as (µ = c, x)
Whereas Eqs. (45) are zero in the limit of time-local case G µ (τ ) ∝ δ(τ ) [35] , they are in general non-zero in the present nonlocal situation. Of course, if τ is large enough compared to the memory time of the reservoirs, Eqs. (45) is negligible compared to Eqs. (46). Furthermore, the self-correlation of free fieldsF
c,x is obtained in a steady state (the ground state in the present case) as
where · · · g means an expectation value in the steady state (ground state). These correlation certainly satisfies Eqs. (37) , and is equivalent to the ones derived in Sec. III. In the sense of perturbation theory, they are the correlation on output side, i.e., the modification of the reservoirs due to the coupling withĤ S system. The free-field correlation appearing in the master equation (33) is the one on the input side (effect from reservoirs toĤ S system). Here, under the equilibrium betweenĤ S and reservoirs, the correlation ofF
c,x should be equivalent on both input and output side. Let's substitute Eqs. (48) to the master equation (33) . The free-field correlation in the polariton base can be derived by using Eq. (10). From Eqs. (48), we can easily get for j, k = L, U
and then the master equation is reduced to
The steady state obtained from this equation is certainly the ground state of closed caseρ ss = |g g|, then the decay of polariton system to its original ground state |g is guaranteed by supposing the squeezed and correlated reservoirs in Eqs. (48). By using this master equation (50), we have calculated the dynamics ofĤ S system. In Fig. 2 , supposing the vacuum state (no photon and no excitation) at the initial time t = 0, the numbers of lower and upper polaritons are plotted as a function of time. In the numerical simulation, the density operatorρ(t) is moved outside the time integral, and the memory kernels are also given in Eq. (40) . While there are non-zero polaritons at the initial time, the numbers of polaritons decrease and finally go to zero, i.e., theĤ S system decays to its ground state |g . In the inset of Fig. 2 , we also plot the numbers of photons and excitations in the early stage. Whereas both of them are zero at the initial time t = 0, they are oscillated with two periods π/ω L and π/ω U (slightly modified by the Lamb shifts), but finally they reach to â †â g = b †b g = 0.207 after a long time (not shown in the figure) .
Under the Born approximation, the total density operatorρ tot is approximately represented by the product of the density operatorρ ofĤ S system and the oneρ R of reservoirs asρ tot =ρ ⊗ρ R . If the system-reservoir coupling is weak enough for the Born approximation, in the ground state |g of the whole system, the state ofĤ S system is approximately equivalent to the ground state |g of the closed case. On the other hand, the free-field correlation (48) approximately reflects the reservoir state that is obtained by tracing over theĤ S variables on the ground state |g asρ R ≃ Tr S {|g g|}, which was verified in Sec. III. This reservoir state is not the ground state ofĤ R , but it certainly guarantees the decay ofĤ S system to its original ground state |g as seen in Fig. 2 . If we suppose the ground state ofĤ R system, in which photonic and excitonic reservoirs are in vacuum (at zero temperature), theĤ S system does not decay to its ground state |g as seen in Fig. 1 . However, the obtained steady state is approximately equivalent to the ground state, if the system-reservoir coupling is weak enough. Next, let's calculate the output from the cavity in the formalism of master equation. If theĤ S system is in the ground state, we cannot detect anything outside the cavity.
As seen in Fig. 3 , we consider a ring-shape cavity embedding a matter interacting with photons inside the cavity as discussed in Ref. [35] . We assume that back scattering of photons does not occur during the light-matter interaction, and the clockwise and counter-clockwise fields are separated. Concerning the external field, we consider a one dimensional system with length L, and the field is continuous at the two ends z = ±L/2. Whereas the external photonic modes are characterized by wavenumber k j = 2πj/L for j = 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., the forward field j > 0 and backward j < 0 fields can be separated into independent subspaces. Here, we focus on the forward field j > 0, and its frequency is represented as Ω We define the propagating field in forward direction at position z in the external system aŝ
From the equation of motion ofα m (t), this field is rewritten asF
As discussed in Ref. [35] , by choosing a position of observation z 0 > 0, we define the output field aŝ
Here,F
c (t) is the free field appearing in the Langevin equation (41) and also in the master equation (31) . The second term is the contribution from the cavity. Whereas this term includes the information of cavity photons at time t + z 0 /c > t, the causality is not violated, because the output fieldF out c (t) is actually the propagating field at position z 0 and at time t+z 0 /c. In the time-local limit G c (τ ) = Γ c δ(τ ), Eq. (53) is correctly reduced to the wellknown input-output relation [35, 36, 38] . Further, in the limit of z 0 → ∞ and t 0 → −∞, Eq. (53) is reduced to the input-output relation (60) in the time-nonlocal case, which will be derived in Sec. V.
When we evaluate the output measured by photon detectors, the expectation values should be normal-ordered and time-ordered (expressed as : . . . : ) in terms of polariton operators (not of photon and excitation). The correlation between cavity photons and the free field of photonic reservoir can be evaluated by Eqs. (45) and (46), and the self-correlation of the free field is also given by Eqs. (48). The detail of the calculation is shown in App. C. When we suppose that theĤ S system is in the ground state |g by considering the reservoir correlation (48) in the master equation, we have numerically checked that the emission spectrum :F : are approximately zero. The deviation is due to the approximation that we used in the numerical calculation (density operatorρ(t) is moved outside the integral), and it is not caused by the supposed correlation, Eqs. (48). On the other hand, if we suppose the vacuum photonic and excitonic reservoirs, we cannot find a policy which guarantees no photon detection, although the vacuum output is obtained for vacuum input in the input-output formalism [2] . This is because of the perturbation treatment in the formalism of master equation as we will discuss in Sec. VI.
In this way, when we suppose the squeezed and correlated reservoir fields as in Eqs. (48), we have successfully obtained the natural result: theĤ S system decays to its ground state |g , and the photon emission is not detectable if the system is in the ground state. Furthermore, it is also consistent to the analysis of Fano-type diagonalization (there are virtual photons and excitations in the reservoirs, and photonic and excitonic reservoirs are correlated with each other and also squeezed).
V. INPUT-OUTPUT APPROACH
Another approach for describing the dissipation and emission of photons is the formalism of Langevin equations with input-output relation. As discussed in Ref. [2] , the Langevin equations of cavity photons and excitations are derived in frequency domain as
Here, the coefficient matrix is written as
and the memory kernels G c,x (τ ) are Fourier-transformed for positive time as
The Langevin (fluctuation) operators are expressed aŝ 
where t 0 → −∞ is the switch-on time of system-reservoir interaction, andα Their Fourier transforms are derived aŝ
Here, the reservoir states are rewritten in continuous form as in Eqs. (A1). These fieldsF in c,x (ω) are interpreted as the input fields, and they cannot be defined for negative frequency ω < 0, because the reserver states are distributed only for positive frequencies Ω c,x j > 0. According to the input-output formalism [2] , the output photonic field (photonic reservoir field at time t 1 → ∞) is represented aŝ
As discussed by Ciuti and Carusotto [2] , we get the vacuum output for vacuum input. However, theĤ S system is actually excited by the vacuum reservoirs as p † j (ω)p k = 0 and p j (ω)p k = 0, which can be easily verified from the Langevin equations (54). In the masterequation formalism discussed in the previous section, thê H S system is also excited, but the vacuum output is not obtained for the vacuum input. Then, there is a discrepancy between the two approaches at least under the Born approximation. Instead, in the input-output formalism, we also suppose the squeezed and correlated reservoirs discussed in Secs. III and IV.
According to the standard input-output formalism, the output photonic field is represented aŝ
This expression does not violate the causality (F out c (t) can be affected byâ(t ′ > t)) as discussed in Sec. IV. From this input-output relation and the Langevin equations, the output photonic field is eventually represented by the input fieldsF in c,x (ω). For discussing the output from the cavity, we have to suppose the correlation of input operators {F in c,x (ω)}. Here, we consider that thê H S system is in the ground state, and the correlation of input operators are also supposed as shown in Eq. (48):
T . Precisely speaking the expectation values such as â †â g should be slightly modified depending on ω as discussed in App. D. Assuming this input correlation, the system is certainly in the ground state p † In this way, when we suppose the squeezed and correlated reservoirs represented in Eqs. (48) and (61), thê H S system certainly decays to its ground state |g and no photon is detected outside the cavity in both formalisms of master equation and input-output relation. In contrast, when we suppose the vacuum reservoirs, different results are obtained in the two formalisms.
VI. DISCUSSION
As discussed in the previous sections, when we consider the squeezed and correlated reservoirs instead of the vacuum ones, both master-equation and input-output formalisms certainly guarantee the decay of theĤ S system to its ground state and show no photon detection, even though we do not use the RWA on system-reservoir coupling. The supposed reservoir state is approximately equivalent to the one realized in the ground state of the whole system:ρ R ≃ Tr R {|g g|}. On the other hand, if we suppose the vacuum reservoirs in excitation-photon base, in the absence of the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, theĤ S system is excited by the coupling with the reservoirs as seen in Fig. 1 . We have to determine the reservoir state supposed in the master equation and input-output formalism, according to the situation how the system and reservoirs start to couple. If we initially prepare the vacuum reservoirs and switch on the systemreservoir coupling, the reservoirs approximately remain in the vacuum state even after the switch-on, and the system does not decay to its ground state but to a steady state excited by the vacuum reservoirs as seen in Fig. 1 . This is because theĤ S system is excited when virtual photons escape to the vacuum reservoirs. In order to avoid it, theĤ S system and the reservoirs should be balanced as realized in the ground state |g of the whole system, and we should supposeρ R ≃ Tr R {|g g|} in such situation. If we consider that the system and reservoirs are already coupled and the whole system is in the ground state, when we excite theĤ S system to an excited state, the system certainly decays to its ground state as seen in Fig. 2 .
If the reservoirs are quite large and the whole system cannot be in a steady state, we should suppose the former situation. When the temperatures of the reservoirs are low enough and the vacuum input from the reservoirs to the system is supposed, theĤ S system in principle does not decay to its ground state. Although the vacuum output is obtained according to the input-output formalism [2] , it is not by the master equation. The energy is conserved in the input-output formalism, but it seems not in the master equation. This is because the dynamics of focusing system and the output are discussed in the sense of perturbation theory in the formalism of master equation. In this way, when we suppose the vacuum input, we should pay attention to the difference of the two formalisms (at least under the Born approximation). In order to avoid this discrepancy, we should use the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, although the quantum fluctuation of reservoirs is diminished in such treatment.
On the other hand, if we can define relatively small reservoirs which weakly couple with a large external system with low enough temperature, the small reservoirs and theĤ S system can decay to the ground state |g of the coupled system. In such situation, we can supposê ρ R ≃ Tr R {|g g|}, and it guarantees the decay ofĤ S system to its ground state |g and gives no photon detection in the small reservoir as discussed in the previous sections. This result is obtained in both formalisms of master equation and of input-output relation in contrast to supposing the vacuum reservoirs in excitation-photon base.
As discussed in Ref. [24] , by performing the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, we can simply suppose the vacuum reservoirs in excitation-photon base, and the master equation is reduced to the standard Lindblad form. The simplified master equation is derived as follows. Whereas the system-reservoir coupling is originally represented as Eq. (9), here we perform the pre-trace RWA [41] aŝ
where the counter-rotating terms are neglected in the polariton base not in the excitation-photon base. Then, when we suppose the vacuum reservoirs in the excitationphoton base as in Eqs. (39) , the master equation is derived under the Born approximation as
Further, by neglecting the fast oscillating termŝ
where the memory kernels are approximated as G µ (t) = Γ µ δ(t) for simplicity (there remains the Lamb-shift terms in general [24] ). If the system-reservoir coupling is expressed in the Hermitian form as i (â ±â (64), the input-output relation is obtained aŝ
Since the above master equation is reduced to the standard form owing to the pre-trace and post-trace RWAs, we consider that the correlation of input operatorF in c is equivalent to that ofF
Then, the correlation of the output can be calculated as discussed in Ref. [28] .
However, in this approach, the photonic and excitonic reservoirs are supposed to be in the vacuum state under the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, although the polariton system does not decay to its ground state |g in general without the RWA. In other words, the quantum statistics of reservoirs fields are diminished by the RWA, although the reservoirs are originally squeezed and correlated. In contrast, in the present paper, the master equation and input-output formalism are discussed based on the squeezed and correlated reservoirs. The master equation certainly guarantees the decay ofĤ S system to its ground state, and in both formalisms no photon is detected when theĤ S system is in the ground state. Under the Markov approximation the master equation (50) is reduced to
The coefficients Γ j,k and K j,k can be calculated from the supposed free field-correlation in Eqs. (48). This does not have the Lindblad form, but certainly guarantees the decay to the ground state |g as seen in Fig. 2 . In the standard theory [36] [37] [38] and also in the discussion of Refs. [24, 28] , the master equation and the input-output relation are sometimes used together and the correlation of inputF in c is supposed to be equal to that of free fieldF (0) c given in the master equation. However, the formalism of master equation is discussed in the sense of perturbation theory. Since the reservoirs are large enough compared to theĤ S system, the input correlation is not strongly modified and constantly given in the master equation. On the other hand, the output is a perturbation of the reservoirs as a result of the systemreservoir coupling. The correlation ofF (0) c can be in general different on input and output sides. Actually, when we suppose the vacuum reservoirs in excitation-photon base, the self-correlation ofF (0) c on output side is not in vacuum, which is calculated by Eq. (48). In order to get the same correlation for input and output sides, we have to consider the squeezed and correlated input ρ R ≃ Tr R {|g g|}. If we want to reduce this complicated formalism into the standard one, we have to perform the RWA on system-reservoir coupling [24, 28] .
If we already know that the free fieldF
does not contribute to the observables, we can simply use the RWA on system-reservoir coupling [24, 28] . For example, the second-order correlation functions under a resonant excitation can be calculated as discussed in Ref. [28] . However, when we discuss squeezing of the emission, the interference between free fieldF should not be destroyed by the RWA on system-reservoir coupling. If the cavity system has an optical nonlinearity or embeds ensemble of atoms, we have to treat the Langevin equations perturbatively or the master equation might be appropriate to treat such systems. When we discuss the emission (or lasing) from such complex systems under incoherent excitation, it is difficult to evaluate the validity of the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, and we should suppose the squeezed and correlated reservoirs realized in the ground state of the whole system. This kind of approach should give us natural results in the calculation of dissipation and detection of output.
VII. SUMMARY
We have derived the master equation, Langevin equations, and input-output relation for dissipative polariton system in the ultrastrong light-matter coupling regime. The correlation of reservoir free fields are required for calculating not only the dynamics of the system but also the photon emission from the polariton system. When we suppose the vacuum reservoirs, the polariton system is excited in general. Although the vacuum output is obtained for the vacuum input in the input-output formalism, it is not obtained in the master-equation approach under the Born approximation. In order to avoid this discrepancy, we have to perform the RWA on systemreservoir coupling, although it diminishes the quantum statistics of the reservoirs. In order to describe the dissipation in the ultrastrong coupling regime without the RWA on system-reservoir coupling, we have considered the correlation functions of the photonic and excitonic free fields that are squeezed and correlated with each other and realized in the ground state |g of the whole system:ρ R ≃ Tr S {|g g|}. In the formalism of master equation, the supposed correlation certainly guarantees the decay of the polariton system to its original ground state |g . In the ground state, we have also verified no photon detection as the output from the cavity. Even in the formalism of Langevin equations and input-output relation, we also get no photon detection by considering the squeezed and correlated reservoirs. This reservoir state is also consistent to the analysis of the ground state of the whole system by the Fano-type diagonalization technique. At least when the polariton system is dissipative and is in the ground state, the three approaches, master equation, input-output formalism, and Fano-type diagonalization give the same result, in contrast to supposing the vacuum reservoirs. The case in the presence of excitation to the system will be discussed in the future.
This kind of Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by the Fano-type technique [31] [32] [33] by introducing an operator for eigen frequency ω aŝ
Once this operator satisfies Eq. (13), we can diagonalize the photonic Hamiltonian as in Eq. (12) . Further,Â(ω) should be normalized as
The coefficient functions u c (ω) and v c (ω, ω ′ ) are determined as follows. From Eq. (13), we get
From the second equation,
where P means the principal value integral and function ψ(ω) is introduced for the following calculation. The expression of ψ(ω) is determined by substituting the second or third equation into Eq. (A5a) as
On the other hand, the expression of u c (ω) is determined by the normalization condition, Eq. (14) . The commutator is derived as
(A8) Then, we get
where
Using the diagonalized operatorÂ(ω), the original ones are represented aŝ
In the same manner, we can also diagonalize the excitonic Hamiltonian as in Eq. (15) . The eigen operator is represented aŝ
The coefficient functions are determined in the same manner by replacing ω c and κ(ω) with ω x and γ(ω), respectively. The excitations and excitonic reservoir field are represented aŝ
Appendix B: Correlation of free field
By using the technique in Ref. [35] , here we calculate the correlation between the free fieldF (0) c,x (t) and system operatorsâ andb. Further, we also derive the selfcorrelation ofF (0) c,x (t). First, let's calculate Ŝ (t)F (0) c (t + τ ) for arbitrary system operatorŜ and τ > 0. From the Langevin equation (41) , the free field is represented aŝ
The correlation functions of system operators appearing on the right hand side can be calculated by the master equation (31) . By using the quantum regression theorem (44) , the first term of Eq. (B2) is rewritten as
and its last term is also written as
Substituting these two equations into Eq. (B2), we get Eq. (45a). Next, let's consider F (0) c (t + τ )Ŝ(t) for τ > 0. From Eq. (B1), we get
In the same manner as the above calculation, the first term is rewritten as
and we get Eq. (45b).
As shown in Ref. [35] , the first term is represented as
and then we get Eqs. (46). The second equation is also derived in the same manner, and similar expressions are obtained also forF
Since the free fieldF c (t) is expressed as in Eq. (B1), the self-correlation is represented as
In the same manner as discussed above, the first term is rewritten for τ > t as
Rewriting 4th and 7th terms in Eq. (B9), the self-correlation is reduced to
Rewriting the second term, we finally get
In the same manner, we finally get Eqs. (48).
Appendix C: Calculation of observables in master-equation approach
When we detect photons emitted from the cavity, the observables by photon detectors should be calculated by normal-and time-ordering the photon operators [35, 36, 38] . In the present case, the ordering should be performed in the polariton basis, which really represents the eigen states of the system. Here, we divide the photon operator a into the lowering partsâ ↓ and raising partâ ↑ aŝ
Since the system-reservoir coupling is expressed as in Eq. (9), the photonic free fieldF (0) c is also divided aŝ
and then the output field (53) is rewritten aŝ c↓↑ is also derived in the same form as Eqs. (45) and (46), and the self correlation ofF 
:F : are approximately zero if theĤ S system is in the ground statê ρ ss = |g g|. The small deviation comes from the approximation in which the density operatorρ(t) is moved outside the time integral in the master equation (31) . Let's calculate the emission and squeezing of photonic output from the cavity in the input-output formalism. The coefficient matrix (55) of the Langevin equations is diagonalized as
where D[· · · ] represents an diagonal matrix with elements · · · . Due to the coupling with reservoirs, the eigen values {ω L,U (ω)} depend on frequency ω, and are modified from the original eigen frequencies {ω L,U } derived from Eq. (4). The modification depends on the strengths κ j and γ j of system-reservoir coupling. We redefine Langevin (fluctuation) operators in the polariton basis asF Because of the modification of the coefficients, these operators are in general different from the Fourier transform of free field of the reservoir fieldF L,U , Eq. (10), in the polariton basis. However, if the system-reservoir coupling is weak enough compared to the characteristic frequency of the polariton system, the redefined operators are approximately equal to the Fourier transform of Eq. (36) . At the same time, the Born approximation used in the master equation is also valid. The photon and excitation operators are then represented in the frequency domain as
Substituting Eqs. (D2) and (D3) into it, the photonic output operator is represented aŝ
As discussed in Sec. V, for describing the dissipation ofĤ S system, we consider the correlation of free fields as in Eq. (61). Precisely speaking, in order to guarantee no photon detection, the expectation values in the ground state should be replaced by 
because of the modification of coefficients V(ω). If we detect the output photons outside the cavity, the detection process should be dissipative for the whole system,
